2019-2020 UVA E-Cup Winners and Finalists

Concept Competition

*Award Recipients ($1,000 each) in *bold*

**Consumer/Business-to-Business Track**

*Arbitrage*
Jasmanet Chahal CLAS '21; Mihir Tandon CLAS '21; Sai Samayamanthula CLAS '20; Aditya Sorot CLAS '21; Pramod Grama CLAS

*Commonwealth Cruch Co.*
Patrick Eagan Darden '21

*FitKinect*
Robby Turk Darden '20; ; Yuying Zhang CLAS; Arjun Bhungal, Rosendo Rangel

*Five for Five*
Whit Hunter Darden '21; Charlie Miller UVA '13

*Icebreaker*
Rohan Taneja SEAS '21; Ezra Berg CLAS '22

*LectureIn*
Dalianna Vaysman McIntire '20; Ryan McKernan McIntire '20; Dallas Hawthorne McIntire '20; Thomas Dale CLAS; Anjali Chauhan McIntire

*Piaz*
Saule Kassengaliyeva Darden '20

*Qrayt*
Srikar Gullapalli Darden '20

*QWERTY*
Devansh Agarwal CLAS '20; Muhammad Ahmad McIntire '20; Sudharshana Krishnan CLAS '20; Nikhil Saraf Cornell '20

*ShadowDoc*
Ben Tran Medicine '20; Nitin Tiwari Medicine '20

*Touchpoint*
Jeremy Perdue Darden '21; Anurag Ojha Darden '21
Health Care Services & Technologies Track

*SergoMED
Vikram Seshadri (Engineering '20), Vincent Sciortino (Engineering '20), Kevin Chang (Engineering '20)

*AlzApp
Isabella Posey (Engineering '10), Kiersten Paul ((Engineering '21)

*Pilly (Ginco)
Lauren Eller (College '20), Stephen Eller

Vaperize
Caitlin Nguyen (College '23), Allison Nguyen, Lance Han

*PulseStent
Ben Tran (Medicine 20), Nitin Tiwari, Jacqueline Stevens (Medicine)

IV Been Drinking
Annie Moshyedi (McIntire 20), Ryan Simard (McIntire 20), Cameron Richter (McIntire 20), Justin Tennery (McIntire 20)

*LapVac
Logan McColl (Medicine/Darden 21), Shockley Nunnery (Medicine/Darden 21), Varun Jain (Medicine 23)

Nylum
Sean Lee (College 20)

Bolt: Health Information Exchange Service
Charles Malcolm Roberson (Darden 21), Ramey Elsarrag (Medicine 20), Jabari Knight (Darden 21), Christian Montoya (Darden 21)

SmartFabric
Eun Soo Park (Engineering 23), Atishay Kasera (Engineering 22)
Social Entrepreneurship Track

*Alli*
Manuel Sanchez-Maldonado (Darden '20), Mo Yang Lu (Darden '20), Shannon McDonald (Darden '20)

Belibre
Kelly Connors (Darden '20)

*Earthbox*
Jennifer Hawley (McIntire '20), Hugo Kroonen (McIntire '20), Roos Van Daalen (McIntire '20), Yitong Pan (McIntire '20), Arnaud Mick (McIntire '20)

Et U Me
Omonehe Etomi (Darden '20)

*Foodprint*
Charlie Haywood (Engineering '20), Brett Stanton (Architecture '19), John Gore (Architecture '22), Michael Dellaripa (Architecture '19), Salahedden Abu-hassanein (Engineering '19), James Groves (advising Faculty)

Greenbox
Ezra Berg (College '22), Rohan Taneja (Engineering, '21)

Mezcla
Stephen Luckoff (College '20), Griffin Spolansky (College '19)

*Pick-Me-Up*
Kurien Thomas (Batten '21), Sasha Duckworth (College '21), Emily Smith (Nursing '21)

Thynkfuel
Udhava Gupta (College '23)

*Wormworks*
George Ardura (Engineering '23), Taylor Kamhong (College '21)
Science/Engineering Track

*A.EYE
Nicholas Lin, Jason Yu, & Ethan Hanover, all 2023 Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science

BeamBot
Chris Dauber

*BioDE
Benjamin Grant, 2022 Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science; Beau Bradley, 2021 College of Arts and Science & Savana Availa 2021 McIntire School of Commerce

*BrainCar
Erfan Pakdamanian 2022 Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Science & Sonis Baee 2021 Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Science

ELEMENT
Reza Mirzalee

PIES
Eric Zishka (Darden 20)

*Rise Energy Systems
Matthew Miller – 2011 Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Science

Shako Surgical Systems
Shockley Nunnery

*SpaceBox
Jack Herrmann, Anisha Sharma, & Andrew Wheatley all 2021 Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science
Discovery Competition Finalists (Award Winners highlighted received $5,000):

**Arbitrage**
Jasmanet Chahal, College of Arts & Sciences Class of 2021; Sai Samayamanthula, College of Arts and Sciences Class of 2021; Mihir Tandon, College of Arts and Sciences Class of 2020; Pramod Grama, College of Arts and Sciences Class of 2021; Elie Bashkow, College of Arts and Sciences Class of 2023; Aditya Sorot, College of Arts and Sciences Class of 2021

**BioDE**
Ben Grant, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2022; Beau Bradley, UVA McIntire School of Commerce Class of 2021; Savana Avilla, Arts & Sciences Class of 2021

**Brave Virtual Worlds, LLC**
William Kodama, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2021; Dhyey Parikh, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2021; Evan Magnusson, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2021

**PiaZ**
Saule Kassengaliyeva, Darden School of Business Class of 2020

**Qrayt**
Srikar Gullapalli, Darden School of Business Class of 2020

**RevArt**
Patti Pan, Darden School of Business Class of 2020; Jiacheng Li, Darden School of Business Class of 2020; Michael Le Song, Darden School of Business Class of 2020

**SergoMED**
Vikram Seshadri, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2020; Vincent Sciortino, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2020; Kevin Chang, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2020

**Shelf Life**
Anisha Sharma, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2021; Andrew Wheatley, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2021; Jack Herrmann, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2021

**Transfoam**
Alec Brewer, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2021; Simonne Guenette, College of Arts & Sciences Class of 2022

**Vaperize**
Caitlin Nguyen, College of Arts & Sciences Class of 2023; Allison Nguyen; Lance Han
Launch Competition Award Winners:

First Place (venture receives $20,000): Q-Rayt

Second Place (venture receives $15,000): MetaCTF

Third Place (we had a tie for third place so each venture receives $5,000): MedLock and Rise Energy Systems

Launch Finalists:

**Arbitrage**  
Jasmanet Chahal, Sai Samayamanthula, Pramod Grama and Aditya Sorot, College of Arts and Sciences 2021, Mihir Tandon, College of Arts and Sciences 2020, Elie Bashkow, College of Arts and Sciences 2023

**MedLock LLC**  
Sahil Parikh, McIntire School of Commerce 2022; Rishub Handa and Roy Jad, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Sciences 2022; Chase Dawson and Aditya Narayan, College of Arts and Sciences 2022; Brock Ferraro, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Sciences 2021

**MetaCTF**  
Roman Bohuk and Jake Smith, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science 2020; Mariah A. Kenny, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science 2019; Marina Sanusi, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science 2018

**Oemi Botanicals LLC**  
Morolake Thompson, Darden School of Business 2020; Allison Shimamoto and Cecily Sackey, Darden School of Business 2019

**Q-Rayt**  
Srikar Gullapalli, Darden School of Business 2020

**RevArt**  
Patti Pan and Le Michael Song, Darden School of Business 2020; Jiacheng Li and Wen Zhang, Darden School of Business 2021

**Rise Energy Systems**  
Matthew Miller, Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Science 2021
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shelf Life</td>
<td>Anisha Sharma, Andrew Wheatley, and Jack Herrmann, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Saris</td>
<td>Daniel Dickey, Darden School of Business 2021; Natasha Madhyani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfoam</td>
<td>Alec Brewer, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science 2021; Simonne Guenette, College of Arts and Sciences 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TeamDiscovery</td>
<td>Casey Taylor, University of Virginia's College at Wise 2020; Leroy Green, University of Virginia's College at Wise 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>